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1

Executive Summary

To be added when consolidated following Area B review.

2

Business Opportunity

The solar industry represents roughly $15-20 billion of annual investment in the U.S. Solar
projects are developed in every state and territory in the country. Projects of all sizes must be
financed from a variety of sources of capital basically falling into one of several general buckets
and frequently offered to the customer through a long-term financial mechanism similar to
other capital-intensive investments.
There are a variety of inefficiencies, or pain points, in solar financing that data consistency may
correct or improve. These inefficiencies generally fall into three categories: first, asset
underwriting and transaction costs associated with initial solar financing; second, asset
management and oversight of cash flows; third, pooling of assets into long-term securities.

2.1

Business Objective

The basic purpose of the Finance Working Group effort was to describe the overall solar
financing landscape, identify specific use cases for solar data transactions, and identify the
actors, reports, and fields required under those use cases. The Working Group developed the use
cases to focus its efforts on key inefficiencies and to facilitate the various areas of offering,
reporting, and pooling of capital investment.

2.2

Market Problem

Inconsistent nomenclature and definition of data elements throughout the solar industry
increase the costs of analyzing and transferring data and thus increase costs and slow capital
formation for solar deployment. Historically, data was transferred from project developers and
various due diligence service providers to banks and investors, often requiring manual re-entry
due to inconsistent data platforms and taxonomies.
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The Orange Button initiative envisions a world where such costly data re-entry is not necessary,
thus speeding up the transaction process and removing unnecessary cost incurrence.
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2.3

Value and Benefits to Customers

Creating a consistent data dictionary across the various communities of actors who touch this
data (including developers, financiers, asset managers, insurance and surety providers, etc.)
could speed processes, increase volume of transactions, and improve business propositions.
Creating industry-led, open data standards for data exchange across the solar value chain will
ultimately reduce market inefficiencies and lower costs for consumers.

3

Market Requirements

The solar industry needs a consistent data taxonomy or dictionary relevant to solar project meta
information, offtaker underwriting, energy and cash flow production, forward projections, etc.
to reduce associated transaction costs and improve efficiencies in information exchange.

3.1

Landscape

Solar finance is comprised generally of three groups of associated actors and two basic finance
components in which they interact. The three groups of actors include (1) the end-consumer, or
offtaker; (2) the developer and/or asset manager; (3) and the various sources of capital and
investment products. The two finance components include Financial Offtake products and
Investment Structures. Where customers directly own solar systems, the offtake and capital
product can be one and the same (e.g., a direct loan to a consumer to purchase a solar system).
However, the majority of solar systems in the U.S. are third-party owned systems that involve a
more complex arrangement.
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Figure 1. Solar Finance Landscape

Among those interrelated parts are an innumerable combination of offtake financial products,
development and asset management business models, and types of financial structures and
credit enhancement products and services. New varieties are being invented on a seemingly
daily basis. Accordingly, it would be impossible to attempt to list all forms of capital formation,
offtake finance or development business models. Instead, we broke down our need for
information into five basic use cases.
The most relevant of the use cases is Project Origination, which incorporates much of the figure
above including all associated offtake-related information as well as the medium-term sources
of capital: tax equity, debt (including both project and back-levered debt) and sponsor equity.
Although this represents a wide array of potential projects, the working group believes there is
considerable overlap in the type of information required across these products.
The other four use cases include Portfolio Management (representing ongoing need for
operations, maintenance, cash flow and other overarching asset management data
requirements), Construction Finance, Insurance and Surety, and Securitization / Take-out
Finance.
Across all five use cases, 25 specific actors were recognized, each of which may have different
permutations or roles depending on a specific business model related to project investment,
offtaker finance, asset management, or other stages of development (see accompanying
spreadsheet: OB Finance WG – Use Cases and Data Fields.xls for list of specific actors and
reports relevant to each Use Case).
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3.2

Data Standards Requirement

Participants to the process assessed requirements under the data standard ultimately
developed. The data standard developed should:











4

Be platform-independent, nonproprietary and open
Incorporate standards developed and maintained by voluntary consensus
standards bodies
Be consistent with and implement applicable accounting and reporting
principles
Render information computer-readable and fully searchable
Be capable of being continually upgraded as necessary
Produce consistent and comparable data
Standardizes reporting period, reporting entity, unit of measure, and other
associated attributes of financial data
Where possible, relies on internationally recognized and used standards
Be capable of being extended to accommodate new reporting requirements
within solar or similar reporting needs in other industries, e.g., other renewable
energy, other forms of project finance, etc.
Human and machine readable

Business-Oriented Customer Use Cases

Solar finance use cases range over an extraordinary number of business models that offer one or
more consumer finance options, investment opportunities, or both. Commonly, in the U.S., a
third-party ownership structure is used to monetize the tax credits and facilitate a lease or PPA
that allows the power offtaker to pay a low-cost amount consistent with their reduction in utility
bills. The finance working group found a significant overlap in the data required among those
business models covered under the origination use case. Accordingly, this business model is
incorporated in the origination use case which also includes loans and other forms of capital
formation and consumer finance options.
Similarly, the working group found solar projects were frequently financed via a special purpose
entity (SPE) which legally separated the developer and the development projects. In the future,
there may be a need to further differentiate this use case, but the working group determined it is
best included in the broader origination use case for now.
Importantly, there should be an opportunity to leverage existing taxonomies including the
IECRE working group of the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) database (also
referred to as 61724, photovoltaic system performance monitoring – guidelines for
measurement, data exchange and analysis). Additional taxonomies are also relevant such as the
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SunSpec taxonomy for solar securitization (initially developed for NREL’s Solar Access to Public
Capital working group’s mock securitization process). Further leveraging of existing
taxonomies may also be valuable to the process of creating a single taxonomy across the solar
finance landscape.
The Finance Working Group identified 126 reports and over 1600 data fields in the project
finance process including approximately 250 fields first developed in the IECRE database
(61724) and additional fields offered by members of the Finance Working Group as relevant to
the origination process.
See attached spreadsheet: OB Finance WG – Use Cases and Data Fields.xls. This document
highlights the fields relevant to the reports and data required in support of the Finance Working
Group use cases and Orange Button Data Taxonomy requirements.

4.1

Project Origination for Equity or Debt Finance

Use Case: Project Origination for Equity or Debt Finance
Id: MR-Finance.001
Description:
Projects are originated by a developer and financed by an investor. Although seeming to be two,
or possibly more steps, origination of and investment in new projects is closely linked whereas
the origination and underwriting criteria is often specified by the investor and implemented by
the developing entity. The following steps summarize the origination process for equity or debt
finance, but the full list of actors and reports generated as part of the origination process are
described in the OB Finance WG – Use Cases and Data Fields.xls spreadsheet.
1. Project developer compiles project information from project developer
a. Appraiser provides the appraisal to the developer and the bank or other
investor
b. Asset manager provides the asset management agreement to the developer,
operator, independent engineer, and investor.
c. Attorneys provides notice of approval, incentive assignment, collateral agency
agreement, security agreement supplement, tax opinion, UCC precautionary
lease filing, UCC security agreement, assignment and assumptions agreement,
property tax exemption opinion, site lease agreement, site lease assignment, site
lease memo, and REC buyer acknowledgement to developer and bank or other
investor
d. Bank or other investors provides the credit report, exposure report, investment
memo, origination request
e. EPC Contractor provides construction contractor notice of certification, lien
waiver, punch list, project schedule, operations manual, EPC performance
guarantee, and design and construction documents to project developers
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f.
g.

2.

3.
4.
5.

REC Offtaker provides REC contract to project developers
Environmental consultant provides environmental impact report,
environmental site assessments (phase I and phase II) to project developer
h. Equipment factory auditors provides equipment factor audit reports to project
developer
i. Permitting Authorities provides building inspection and electrical inspection to
project developer and EPC contractor.
j. Interconnecting Utility provides interconnection agreement and permission to
operate to project developer
k. Insurance Company provides certificates of insurance to project developer
l. Equipment vendors provide equipment spec sheets, equipment warrantees, and
supply agreements to the project developer and other parties
m. Independent engineer provides construction monitoring reports, IE opinion
letter, IE production estimate, IE report, mechanical completion certificate,
substantial completion certificate, other equipment due diligence reports,
certificate of completion, and transmission report and curtailment estimate to
investor and developer
n. Operator provides O&M agreement and O&M performance guarantee to
developer
o. Module test lab provides module accelerated age test reports to the developer
p. Insurance consultant provides insurance consultant report to investor
q. Energy price forecaster provides energy price forecast to investor
Project Developer forwards data to bank origination team and associated experts
(independent engineer, appraiser, tax consultant, etc.)
a. Reports generated includes the funds flow memo, project pro forma, local
incentive contracts, notice and payment instructions, wiring instructions, power
purchase agreement, rent reserve line of credit
Investor analyzes project data and develops credit reports, exposure report, term sheet,
pricing file.
Investor prepares the origination request
Investor develops the investment memo

The following schematic (Figure 2) was provided by Wells Fargo. Other graphic portrayals may
be appropriate based on specific project development and investment business models.
Nonetheless, the development and investment processes should be relatively consistent with
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Project Origination Schematic (Source: Jon Previtali, Wells Fargo)

Primary Actor(s):





Project Developer
Investor
Bank, which may be a conduit for the funds or data sharing process

Supporting Actor(s):
The following list of actors may or may not be engaged based in the origination process,
depending on the specific business model, type and size of project, and nature of the
transaction.
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Asset manager
EPC contractor
Energy (PPA) offtaker
REC offtaker
Permitting authorities
Interconnecting utility
Insurance company
Equipment vendors
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Host facility
Operator
Utility company
Module test lab
Equipment factory auditors
Independent engineer
Appraiser
Attorneys
Tax consultant
Insurance consultant
Environmental consultant
Transmission consultant
Energy price forecaster

Pre-Conditions:
Finance brought after a viable project is brought forward with appropriate permitting, design,
engineering and other relevant development stages completed or line-of-sight towards
completion.
The intent is the investment comes in at permission-to-operate (PTO) and investor does not
take construction-related risk. Construction-related risk is evaluated in the Construction
Finance Use Case.
Investment tax credit (ITC) and depreciation benefits - investment structures are generally
structured to utilize Federal and State ITC, depreciation, and other benefits requiring “tax
appetite” or ability to monetize tax benefits (many development entities do not have adequate
tax appetite and therefore utilize third-party entities to take advantage of these incentive
structures). In late 2015, the ITC was extended through 2021.
Post Conditions:
Success end condition (in creation of taxonomy):
Data is collected in order to make investment decision. Project approval is not necessary for
successful investment decision.
Example investment decision documents: Origination request, investment memo, approval
memo (or other underwriting / approval documents).

Failure end condition:
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Insufficient quantity or quality of data was collected to make adequate or accurate investment
decision or led to insufficient involvement of relevant stakeholders.
Inability to use the data.
Inability to associate the data with documents that can be read by humans and machinereadable.
Poor performing investment in approved project (as technology or credit performance does not
match initial expectations).
Inappropriate rejection of project based on overall investment / origination goals.

Trigger:
A project or portfolio of projects is originated to the point of assessing investor interest.
Investors have investment capital and seek project investment opportunities.
Data Required:
The Finance Working Group identified 126 reports and over 1600 data fields in the project
finance process including approximately 250 fields first developed in the IECRE database
(61724) and additional fields offered by members of the Finance Working Group as relevant
to the origination process.
See attached spreadsheet: OB Finance WG – Use Cases and Data Fields.xls. This document
highlights the fields relevant to the reports

4.2

Portfolio Management for Finance

Use Case: Portfolio Management for Finance
Id: MR-Finance.002
Description:
Investor develops quarterly reports to track project and fund performance:
1. Asset manager reviews and consolidates project data including monthly operating
reports from the operator, accounts receivable from the collateral agent (bank), and
updated insurance certifications from the insurance company.
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2. Asset manager provides outstanding accounts payable and P&L statements to the
investor.
3. Investor compares data to the investment memo and previous quarterly reports.
4. Investor reviews updated credit ratings, energy price forecasts, and exposure reports.
5. Investor develops quarterly report and annual reviews.

Figure 3. Portfolio Management Schematic (Source: Jon Previtali, Wells Fargo)

Primary Actor(s):




Investor (tax equity, sponsor equity)
Debt capital provider
Asset / portfolio management company

Supporting Actors:
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Collateral agents (banks)
Project operators
Energy price forecasters
Insurance companies
Internal bank sources
Asset /portfolio management companies
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Pre-Conditions:


Project site is operational

Post Conditions:
Success end condition:
Periodic (quarterly/annual) data is retrieved
Periodic report is complete
Periodic report is accurate
Ability for portfolio management Company to scale without adding staff at proportional rate
Failure end condition:
Quarterly data is not retrieved
Quarterly report is not complete
Quarterly report is not accurate
Inability for portfolio management Company to scale without adding staff at proportional rate
Portfolio management becomes constraint to volume of renewable energy finance

Trigger:

Quarterly reporting cycle
Hand off from origination to portfolio management
Hand-off from asset/portfolio manager to asset/portfolio manager
Representative Sample of Data Required
For individual Projects and Portfolio as a whole
Revenue
Expenses
Energy production
System availability
Operating issues
Billing data
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Payment defaults

4.3

Insurance & Surety for Solar Projects

Use Case: Insurance & Surety for Solar Projects
Id: MR-Finance.003
Description:
Insurance products during construction phase: General liability, environmental risk, public
liability, marine cover.
Insurance products relevant during operation phase: property risk, business interruption,
weather or lack of sun, political risk, or other risk coverages agreed upon by willing parties.
According to Investopedia: Surety is the guarantee of the debts of one party by another. A surety
is the organization or person that assumes the responsibility of paying the debt in case the
debtor policy defaults or is unable to make the payments. The party that guarantees the debt is
referred to as the surety, or as the guarantor.
Two parties are involved in insurance – the insurer and the insured (the developer, operator).
Three parties are involved in surety – obligor, obligee or principal, and the surety company and
their agent.
Surety bond forms for solar project development including the following
structures:
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Advance Payment Bond
Engineering, Procurement, Construction Payment Bond
Interconnection Payment Bond
Power Purchase Agreement - Surety Payment Bond
Solar Facility Decommissioning Bond
Solar Module Payment Bond
Solar Module Supply Bond
Solar Module Warranty Bond
Wind Facility Decommissioning Bond
Utility Payment Bond / On Bill Surety Program
EPC Performance and Payment Bond
Solar System Installation Contractors P&P Bond
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Primary Actor(s):






Obligor (who is expected to pay)
Obligee (Developer / EPC)
Insurance / Surety Company
Insurance / Surety Agent

Supporting Actor(s):











Equipment factory auditors
Independent engineer
Appraiser
Attorneys
Tax consultant
Insurance consultant
Environmental consultant
Transmission consultant
Energy price forecaster

Pre-Conditions
Project siting and permitting complete
PPA or other offtaker contract complete
Post-Conditions
Success end condition:
Insurance / surety provider has sufficient quality & quantity of data to provide desired financial
product
Failure end condition:
Insufficient quantity or quality of data was collected to make adequate or accurate investment
decision or led to insufficient involvement of relevant stakeholders.
Inability to use the data.
Inability to associate the data with documents that can be read by humans and machinereadable.
Poor performing investment in approved insurance / surety product
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Trigger
A party requests surety bond (optional) to backstop component of project delivery
Certain insurance often required (e.g., property, casualty, builders risk). Some insurance
products requested by parties to mitigate risk (e.g., warranty on panels)

4.4

Construction Finance

Use Case: Construction Finance
Id: MR-Finance.004
Description:
Construction finance is used for project construction, and is repaid and terminated quickly upon
receipt of long-term financing funds (generally upon permission-to-operate). Construction
finance due diligence will require reduced data gathering and analysis by financiers relative to
long-term financing origination process.

Step 1
Evaluation of loan

Step 2
Pay Equipment
Direct

Step 3
Notice to Proceed

Step 4
Milestone
payments

Step 5
Commissioning

Step 6
Permission to
Operate

Primary Actor(s):





Engineering, procurement, construction (EPC) provider
Project Developer
Investor

Supporting Actor(s):
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EPC provider
Construction sub-contractor
Energy (PPA) offtaker / host facility
Permitting authorities
Interconnecting utility
Equipment vendors
Independent engineer
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Appraiser
Attorneys

Pre-Conditions
Long-term investment is signed off
Construction contract is in place / contractor is prepared to build
Post-Conditions
Success end condition:
Reports successfully reviewed and generated:






Solar Installation Agreement
Master Purchases Agreement
Solar Construction Loan Agreement
Construction Progress Report
Commissioning Report

Failure end condition:
Necessary reports not successfully reviewed and generated.
Construction finance not available

Trigger
Need for construction financing

4.5

Securitization & Take-Out Finance

Use Case: Securitization & Take-Out Finance
Id: MR-Finance.005
Description:
Securitization / Take-out Finance represents the investment in long-term cash flows produced
by the solar project(s) beyond ITC recovery period. Approximately 9 asset-backed
securitizations (ABS) of solar project cash flows, representing roughly $1 billion, have taken
place to date. These ABS transactions have been implemented by SolarCity and Sunrun. Other
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take-out financing has been transacted through yieldco structures which allow direct
investment in long-term cash flows. Notable examples include NRG and SunEdison.

(Source: Lowder and Mendelsohn, NREL, 2013)
Primary Actor(s):




System owner
Investment bank

Supporting Actor(s):
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Trust manager
Rating agency(ies)
Bond purchasers
Asset / portfolio manager
Insurance company
Host facilities
Utility company
Independent engineer
Attorneys
Energy price forecaster

Pre-Conditions
Project cash flows have successfully passed ITC claw-back period
Term investor leaves project ownership (e.g., via partnership flip structure) and/or developing
or remaining investment entity desires to cash-out cash flows through end of project life.
Post-Conditions
Success end condition:
Securitization / Take-out Capital is raised successfully at appropriate cost given risk profile of
asset class
Failure end condition:
Insufficient data leads to inaccurate long-term pricing of assets or inability to raise take-out
capital
Trigger
Desire for take-out capital (often to capitalize new projects)

5
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